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Project For A Masquerade (Hiroshima) – From Hard Graft to Happy Accident

The invitation to contribute some thoughts on the subject of artistic research comes on the back of a sudden 
spate of such requests from a variety of sources; a request to develop a “research profile” for a group of young 
Swiss art students, to speak to a group of doctoral students in Leeds, to attend a conference on “knowledge 
production” in London, etc. Research is clearly the topic of the moment and not just within the confines of educa-
tion either – an indication perhaps of the primacy that education itself has within contemporary art production and 
discourse. In each case my response is to deal directly with my own work, to offer-up a specific work that through 
its very structure is able to elaborate on my approach to the process of research. In this case I would propose to 
do this through a recently completed film that is in itself a proposition for a theatrical reworking of a 16th century 
Japanese Noh play, Eboshi-ori. 
Shown for the first time at the Hiroshima City Museum of Contemporary Art in January this year, the film proposes 
the performance of a play which collapses Eboshi-ori, the ancient Japanese tale of a young noble boy disguising 
himself to escape his troubled past, onto the Cold War saga that evolved around Henry Moore’s 1965 sculpture 
Nuclear Energy – installed at Chicago University to mark the birthplace of both the nuclear age and the so called 
Manhattan Project, Enrico Fermi’s first self-sustained nuclear reaction - Pile No. 1. Each role in the Japanese origi-
nal is taken by one of a new cast assembled through a web of connections that all lead back to Moore’s monu-
ment. While the film, Project for a Masquerade (Hiroshima) has emerged as part of an on-going interest in, and 
redeployment of, Moore’s work which began in Toronto with the making of Infestation Piece (Musselled Moore), 
2006-08 (itself a Cold War drama involving rampant Russian molluscs invading the Great Lakes in the dying days 
of the Soviet Union) it was typically inspired by the chance discovery of a smaller version of the Chicago monu-
ment that somewhat bizarrely ended up in the collection of the Hiroshima City Museum of Contemporary Art under 
a different name, Atom Piece.  
More than any of my recent attempts to tackle the subject of research head on, the script for this carefully orches-
trated collision of two stories of disguise and double identities,  (too long to publish here in its entirety) seems able 
to embody my particular approach. I’m always cautious in using the term ‘research’ as its weight within academia 
often seems inappropriate in relation to the somewhat ramshackle, often playful and inevitably chance-driven 
process involved in piecing together works of this kind. The film’s propositional nature means that its structure as 
a piece of research remains largely naked. It’s a film that tracks both the making of a set of specifically designed 
masks by the master mask maker Yasuo Miichi, who is seen in the film working in his tiny Osaka studio, but also, 
in a very clear way, its own evolution - tracking the research process by which the newly populated play emerged 
as an idea.
From the very beginning the voice-over for the film - the words perhaps of the proposed plays director (a role read 
for the film by the real-life director and actor Simon Mcburny) – suggests a seemingly absurd proposition:

The Play
EBOSHI-ORI
A 16th century Japanese tale of personal reinvention, double identities and disguise, restaged as a Cold War 
drama with: James Bond, Joseph Hirshhorn, Enrico Fermi, Anthony Blunt, Colonel Sanders and with the multi-
faceted Atom Piece as Ushiwaka, the exiled son of the defeated Lord Yoshitomo – fleeing from incarceration in 
the Temple of Mount Kurama with the help of Henry Moore as the hat maker who fashions his disguise.
As each character is introduced, so is their image – some as archival photographs, others as sketches made by 
me for the mask maker, others as partially finished masks – all short-hand for the year-long process of realising the 
masks that are so fundamental to the projects affect. It’s as if from the very beginning, this whole absurd enter-
prise, the collapsing of vast chunks of time and space, fact and fiction, politics and poetry will only be possible 
through the act of making. These hybrid masks, part western portraiture, part caricature, part Noh mask must 
hold this web of research in their very fabric. All that carving and cutting, painting and polishing, all that home-
made gesso, real hair and gold leaf, all those hidden dedications, all that tradition, so it might seem altogether 
plausible that :
…in this Cold War restaging of the Japanese classic, the role of Kichiji (the gold merchant) will be played by 
James Bond, as portrayed by Sean Connery in the 1964 film adaptation of Ian Fleming’s 1959 novel Goldfin-
ger. 
or that Enrico Fermi in the role of the messenger might be understudied by the celebrated Roman soldier Scipio 
Africanus who as the voice-over tells us were:



…both (..) victims of Benito Mussolini’s ambitions – Scipio posthumously co-opted as the elephant riding, 
eponymous hero of a 1937 fascist film (his life story cruelly exploited for propagandist ends), the brilliant Fermi 
fleeing an increasingly anti-Semitic Rome for the United States in 1938 with his Jewish wife, Laura Capon. 
By now it is becoming clear that, while fuelled by slow and at times very methodical research, this ‘hypertextual’ 
assemblage is playing by its own rules. For while the facts, you might conclude, are straight, the way they are 
pieced together is anything but. As the film proceeds its research ‘methodology’ starts to resemble the chaotic 
pile of books and images that occupied the desk on which it was written, a space on which a wildly diverse set of 
texts jostled for attention: from the wonderfully rigorous essay by Iain Boal, Henry Moore’s Atom Piece at the Chi-
cago University (2003) that first turned me on to the double identity of the sculpture, to Ian Fleming’s novel Gold-
finger (1959), to Nigel Warburton’s Ernö Goldfinger – The Life of An Architect, from (Mis)reading Masquerades 
(Revolver, 2010) to Claude Levi-Strauss’ The Way of the Masks (1979) to Miranda Carter’s Anthony Blunt, His 
Lives (2001). The latter’s anti-hero, the link to the original Toronto project in his role as advisor to the Art Gallery of 
Ontario in the 1950’s who, as with all female roles in Noh theatre, finds the odd but somehow fitting role of the 
hat maker’s (Henry Moore’s) wife with all her hidden history and who, despite the fact that his:
strong political views at times strained his relationship to avant-garde art, () wrote with great conviction on the 
work of a number of contemporary artists, most notably Pablo Picasso, whose painting Guernica he described 
as “the last great painting in the European tradition” and Henry Moore, whom he described, in decidedly un-
Marxist fashion, as “a sculptor of genius”. 
Along with the books, the desk contained folders of images culled from, among other places, the archives at the 
Henry Moore Foundation in rural Perry Green, where I spent one week last summer reconstructing the much-
mediated life of the sculpture(s) Nuclear Energy/Atom Piece through the hundreds of carefully made and edited 
images produced during the works evolution from modest maquette to permanent monument, with particular 
recourse to the bizarrely orchestrated attempts to:
…distance himself from these more political associations (i.e. CND and the iconic deaths-head poster of F.H.K. 
Henrion) by commissioning the photographer Errol Jackson to make a series of photographs of him working 
on the long-finished maquette next to an elephant skull, which came into his possession after the maquette’s 
original completion. 
While in time the boundaries between hard graft and happy accident soon become blurred, it is clear that much 
of what now constitutes the work came into play serendipitously and in an unnerving way accompanies the works 
on-going public display. At the opening of the first showing of the masks at the Modern Institute, Glasgow, Project 
for a Masquerade (Hiroshima): The Mirror Room, the dead sculptures daughter, Mary (who had, in an exquisite, if 
unnerving moment, just come face to face with the mask of her father) having understood my interest in serendip-
ity told me that her son, Moore’s grandson, a London based actor, had recently played the part of the Enola Gay’s 
bombardier in a BBC produced historical drama entitled Hiroshima. 
It seems that on the Noh stage and indeed in:
…the highly ritualised atmosphere of the Mirror Room, (where) the principle actors fit their masks and are 
physically possessed by the characters they will portray on stage. (…) a space in which identities are traded, 
ghosts assume human form, men are transformed into women, the young become old, and the old young…
that a temporally and spatially fluid arena has been found for my continued ‘research’ into the machinations of 
modernism, the notion of site-specificity, and indeed the increasing significance of art’s mediation. 





Kichiji – A Gold Merchant / James Bond

The first character we meet in Eboshi-ori is Sanjo- no Kichiji, the so-called ‘waki’ – a 
supporting player who sets the scene. Travelling with his brother Kichiroku, Kichiji is 
a gold merchant who has ‘amassed a great store of treasure’ and is taking it east to 
sell. On their journey they meet Ushiwaka, a young noble boy attempting to escape his 
enforced exile in the Temple of Mount Kurama. When the boy asks to join them on their 
journey, they are initially sceptical of his motives but eventually agree that he might 
join their party – a decision that will finally save their lives and their fortune as later in 
the play Ushiwaka single-handedly fights off the notorious bandit Kumasaka and his 
band of Brigands. 

The role of Kichiji will be played by James Bond as portrayed by Sean Connery 1 in the 
1964 �lm adaptation of Ian Fleming’s novel Gold�nger (1959).2 The novel’s eponymous 
villain, Auric Gold�nger,3 threatens global economic stability by accumulating huge 
quantities of gold and smuggling them to the Russians disguised as car body panels for 
his Rolls Royce Silver Ghost. In the novel there is a suggestion that his motivations are 
not pure avarice: he is idealistic and is working for a �ctional Russian agency, SMERSH. 

In the �lm version of the novel’s twenty-seven-page-long game of ‘cat and mouse’ on 
the golf course, Bond, posing as a gold merchant, drops a bar of Nazi gold on the green 
just as Gold�nger is about to putt – this hook and the promise of more such bars, gives 
the undercover agent a momentary foothold in Gold�nger’s smuggling operation which 
�nally allows him to foil plans to irradiate the entire United States gold reserve with a 
Russian built nuclear device – thus dramatically shifting global economic power. 

1 It is said that Ian Fleming introduced the idea that the character James Bond was of Scottish origins into later 
novels in appreciation of Sean Connery’s screen portrayal of the secret agent.

2 Gold�nger was named after the Hungarian born architect Erno Gold�nger whose wife’s cousin, John Blackwell, 
regularly played golf with Ian Fleming, who himself lived for a time close to Gold�nger’s Modernist family 
home at Willow Road, Hampstead.

3 The �rst hardback edition of the novel Gold�nger depicts a human skull with gold coins in its eye sockets clutch-
ing a red rose in its teeth



Ushiwaka /Atom Piece & Nuclear Energy

Ushiwaka was the youngest son of Lord Yoshitomo, head of a powerful clan that during 
the twelfth century engaged in a struggle for supremacy with the Taira clan. Although 
his father was defeated and his clan crushed, his sons’ lives were spared. Ushiwaka, 
the youngest, was sent to be raised by Buddhist priests at the Temple of Mount Kurama. 
Legend has it that whilst still a little boy Ushiwaka escaped this ‘strange servitude’ for 
the mountains where he met a long-nosed goblin, Tengu, from whom he learned ‘divine 
techniques’ and became an extraordinarily skilled swordsman. In Eboshi-ori we pick up 
the story of Ushiwaka as he meets two gold merchants, Kichiji and his brother Kichiroku 
heading east with a ‘great store of treasure’ and asks to join their party. He must first 
disguise himself to avoid the attentions of those who would have him returned to the 
temple; he decides to cut his hair and wear a highly encoded eboshi hat folded to the 
left – a hat outlawed by the local ruling Taira clan – in order that he might be mistaken 
for an Eastern boy and so escape unnoticed. 

The war-like mask for Ushiwaka is based on a sculpture which itself has a complex early 
life and achieved what might be described as a double identity – Henry Moore’s Atom 
Piece (1963–65). This multifaceted sculpture, a domed-form on a rough-hewn tripod, 
was renamed Nuclear Energy on the insistence of its commissioners, Chicago University, 
for fear that the use of the word ‘piece’ might be confused with ‘peace’. The univer-
sity had selected the work to mark the site of the �rst self-sustaining nuclear reaction 
(Chicago Pile 1) – the beginning of what was to be known, much to the displeasure of 
Chicago, as the Manhattan Project, and which led at great speed to the building of the 
�rst atom bomb.

Henry Moore’s monumental sculpture Nuclear Energy, described by the Smithsonian 
Institute as being 4.3 metres in height, by Chicago University as being 3.7 metres in 
height and by The Henry Moore Foundation as topping-out at a mere 3.66 metres, 
started life in December 1963, some months before the approach from the Chicago 
commission, as a tiny plaster maquette with clear links to F. H. K. Henrion’s landmark 
poster for the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament (a collaged human skull and mush-
room cloud) designed in the same year and indeed to CND’s three-legged logo. Despite 
being an early supporter of CND, Moore later attempted to distance himself from these 
more political associations by commissioning the photographer Errol Jackson to make 
a series of photographs of him working on the already complete maquette next to an 
elephant skull, which came into his possession after the maquette’s original completion. 
The two-stage scaling up of the sculpture generated a working model, which Moore 
continued to refer to as Atom Piece, and from which a bronze edition was cast. In 1986, 
and seemingly on the insistence of the by then dying artist, the �rst of the edition was 
sold to the Hiroshima City Museum of Contemporary Art. 



Messenger/ Enrico Fermi

A messenger – the only direct, if momentary, connection in the play with Ushiwaka’s 
former place of incarceration – is sent to ‘fetch back Lord Yoshitomo’s son’, who has 
‘escaped from the Temple of Kurama’. He tracks down Ushiwaka and his new travelling 
companions, the gold merchants Kichiji and Kichiroku, as they stop for the night at the 
Mirror Inn. Fearing that alone he will be unable to detain the young boy, he returns home 
to fetch help. The messenger’s fleeting appearance is enough to prompt Ushiwaka’s 
late-night visit to the hat maker to seek assistance in creating a disguise. 

The messenger is played by the Nobel Prize winning physicist Enrico Fermi who is in 
turn under-studied by his fellow Roman and near-double, Scipio Africanus the Elder.1 
Both men were victims of Benito Mussolini’s ambitions – Scipio posthumously co-opt-
ed as the elephant riding eponymous hero of a 1937 fascist �lm (his life story cruelly 
exploited for propagandist ends), the brilliant Fermi �eeing fascist Rome in 1938 on 
account of his wife’s Jewish roots. 

Enrico Fermi was born in Rome in 1901, the third child of Alberto Fermi and his wife 
Ida de Gattis. In 1914 he met Adolfo Amidei, a family friend who, recognising young 
Enrico’s precocious intelligence, recommended him for the Scuola Normale Superiore 
in Pisa, where he could pursue his passion for science. By 1922 he was awarded a PhD 
by the University of Pisa and in 1926 won a new chair of theoretical physics at the 
University of Rome. In 1938 Fermi used his acceptance of Nobel Prize for Physics as 
a way to escape an increasingly anti-Semitic Rome and to establish a new home in the 
United States with his wife Laura Capon. 

Following initial experiments in nuclear �ssion 2 at Columbia University, Fermi moved 
his pile research to Chicago and on 2 December 1942 achieved the �rst-ever sustained 
nuclear chain reaction. The success of this somewhat speculative experiment, carried 
out in an disused rackets court under the west stand of Chicago University’s Stagg Field 
Football Stadium, led to the building of the larger Hanford production reactor and to 
Fermi’s move to Los Alamos, New Mexico, to work with J. Robert Oppenheimer’s 3 team 
in the drive to build the �rst atomic bomb. On the 6 August 1945 a single B-29 bomber, 
the Enola Gay, dropped Little Boy on the Japanese city of Hiroshima, killing some two 
hundred thousand people. 

1 In The Dream of Scipio (Somnium Scipionis) in On The Republic by Cicero, in a scene that could be lifted straight 
from a Noh play, the Roman General Scipio Aemilianus is visited by the ghost of his dead grandfather, Scipio 
Africanus and remarks that the face of his grandfather’s ghost reminds him more of his bronze bust than the 
man himself.

2 Nuclear �ssion is said to have a reproductive factor of 2 because at each generation one neutron gives rise to 
two new neutrons.

3 In 1954, in the semi-hysterical climate of the Cold War, J. Robert Oppenheimer was accused of spying for 
the Russians from 1936 to 1942. His colleague and friend, Enrico Fermi supported Oppenheimer during the 
inquest but could not prevent him being stripped of his security clearance.



The Hat Maker/ Henry Moore

Following the enquiry into his whereabouts by a messenger sent by the Temple of 
Kurama from where he has escaped, Ushiwaka turns to a hat maker for help in creating 
a disguise so people might mistake him for an ‘Eastern boy’. He decides to cut his hair 
and wear a highly encoded eboshi hat folded to the left – a hat outlawed by the local 
ruling Taira clan. Despite the lateness of the hour and the controversial nature of his 
request, the kindly hat maker agrees to produce ‘an eboshi of the third size folded to 
the left’. 

The Hat Maker will be played by Yorkshire born son of a mining engineer, Henry 
Spencer Moore. As a young man Moore joined the Prince of Wales’s Own Civil Service 
Ri�es regiment to �ght in World War I in which he was injured in a gas attack at the 
Battle of Cambria. Following studies at Leeds School of Art and the Royal College of 
Art, London and a six-month scholarship to travel in France and Italy, Moore established 
a studio in the avant-garde milieu of late 1920s Hampstead. Close neighbours includ-
ed artists, writers, architects, philosophers and activists such as Naum Gabo, Roland 
Penrose, Herbert Read, Erno Gold�nger and F. H. K. Henrion. He is said to have joined 
the Communist Party in the 1930s and was an active campaigner for peace and resistance 
to the rise of Fascism.

During World War II, Moore became an of�cial war artist, making drawings dur-
ing the Blitz of sheltering �gures in the London Underground, a process which was 
later restaged for a documentary �lm, but was �nally forced to leave London when 
his Hampstead home was bombed. With his émigré Russian/Polish wife, Irina, Moore 
made a new home and studio in the rural setting of Perry Green in Hertfordshire from 
where, supported by in�uential art historians such as Herbert Read, Kenneth Clark and 
Anthony Blunt, he established a truly global reputation as the pre-eminent British sculp-
tor of his generation. He became the world’s most proli�c producer of large-scale pub-
lic sculpture of the Cold War era, realising a huge number of prominent commissions 
including Three Way Piece No. 2, The Archer (1966) in Nathan Phillip’s Square, Toronto, 
Reclining Figure (1957–58) for UNESCO, Paris, Interlocking Piece (1962–64) opposite the 
MI6 headquarters on Millbank, London, Nuclear Energy (1965) at the site of Chicago 
Pile No. 1, Chicago University and Large Torso Arch (1963–69) at the Hiroshima City 
Museum of Contemporary Art.



The Hat Maker’s Wife /Anthony Blunt

The arrival of Ushiwaka at the hat maker’s shop sends shock waves through the lives of 
the hat maker and his wife. In return for making a perfect left-folding eboshi hat so late 
at night, Ushiwaka presents the hat maker with a sword. At first, the hat maker refuses 
the sword as payment but eventually presents it to his wife. On seeing the sword she 
immediately starts to cry and admits to her bemused husband that she has a secret 
past. She reveals that she is in fact Lady Akoya, the sister of Kamada Masakiyo an ally 
of Ushiwaka’s dead and defeated father, Lord Yoshitomo. Lord Yoshitomo had sent this 
‘charm-sword’, known as Konnento-, to Ushiwaka’s mother as a gift and the hat maker’s 
wife had been ‘the messenger whom he had charged to carry it’ and who still mourns 
the loss of her former master and the regime he was unable to sustain.

As with all female roles in Noh theatre, the hat maker’s wife is played by a masked man 
– in this case, the once-celebrated art historian and infamous Soviet spy, Sir Anthony 
Blunt. Blunt was born in Bournemouth in 1907, the youngest son of the Reverend Arthur 
Stanley Vaughan Blunt and his wife Hilda Violet Master. When Blunt was still a boy, his 
father was assigned to Paris where he worked as the vicar at the British Embassy Chapel. 
The young Blunt became �uent in French and had close contact with the artistic culture 
of the city. He was educated at Marlborough College and went on to study mathematics 
at Cambridge University, later switching to modern languages and �nally pursuing grad-
uate studies in art history. While at university, Blunt became a member of the Cambridge 
Apostles, a largely Marxist secret society and after visiting the Soviet Union in 1933 was 
recruited by the NKVD (The People’s Commissariat for Internal Affairs).

In 1945, Anthony Blunt was appointed Surveyor of the King’s Pictures and two years 
later became Professor of Art History at the University of London and Director of The 
Courtauld Institute of Art, London. While it is clear that Blunt’s great passion as an art 
historian was for the paintings of Nicolas Poussin (1594–1665) and the architecture of 
the Italian Baroque and that his strong political views at times strained his relationship 
with the avant-garde art of his time, he wrote with great conviction on the work of a 
number of contemporary artists, most notably Pablo Picasso, whose painting Guernica 
he decribed as ‘the last great painting in the European tradition’, and Henry Moore, 
whom he described, in decidedly un-Marxist fashion, as ‘a sculptor of genius’. 

Following a long series of interviews by MI5, later �ctionalised in Alan Bennett’s 1988 
play A Question of Attribution which parallels the art historian’s interrogation with that 
of a Titian painting of questionable authenticity in the Queen’s Collection, Anthony 
Blunt was �nally publicly ‘outed’ as a spy in November 1979, in a statement made to The 
House of Commons by the then Prime Minister, Margaret Thatcher. 



The Innkeeper/Colonel Sanders

There are two inns referenced in Eboshi-ori. The first is the intriguingly named Mirror 
Inn, in the town Kagami (Mirror), while the second stop on the ‘weary traveller’s’ journey 
is made at the Inn of Akasaka, an old staging post east of Kagami. The Innkeeper in 
Akasaka welcomes Kichiji, Kichiroku and their young charge, Ushiwaka, after a long day 
on the road but implores them to be on their guard as a ‘desperate gang’ has got wind of 
their coming and has ‘sworn to set upon them’ come nightfall. 

The Innkeeper is to be played by Colonel Sanders as depicted in the many �breglass 
ef�gies that welcome customers to the Kentucky Fried Chicken restaurant franchises of 
Japan. This hybrid �gure, a somewhat con�icted symbol of post-war American in�uence 
in Japan, part Harland David Sanders, the Kentucky entrepreneur and founder of the 
KFC, and part fat, grinning Ebisu, the Buddhist god of merchants and one of seven lucky 
gods often represented by comical carved wooden masks, is to be under-studied by the 
celebrated American baseball ‘slugger’ Randy William Bass, himself a near-deity in Japan. 
Bass single-handedly turned around the dismal fortunes of the Hanshin Tigers baseball 
team – powering them to victory in the Japan Series of 1985 – the likeness between the 
two men, such as it is, was a trigger for a KFC ef�gy of the Colonel to be tossed into the 
river during ecstatic celebrations following this victory. The Colonel’s face – his stolen 
ef�gy was recently found and pulled from the river – now bares the scars of his twenty-
�ve-year-long, riverbed sojourn. 

Not only has the grinning Colonel made an impact on Japanese baseball but he has 
also become a useful literary trope, making cameo appearances in novels by Haruki 
Murakami and David Mitchell. In Murakami’s Kafka on the Shore, in somewhat Noh-like 
fashion, a spirit or ‘concept’ assumes the form of the white-suited chicken magnate who, 
in order to affect the life of the novel’s eponymous hero, Kafka Tamura (the �fteen-year-
old son of a Japanese sculpture), in turn assumes the role of a pimp – his ‘girls’ Bergman-
reading philosophy students. 



Kumasaka /Joseph Hirshhorn

Named after an infamous twelfth century Japanese bandit, Kumasaka features in the 
Noh play Eboshi-ori but is also the central protagonist in its precursor, the eponymous 
play Kumasaka. In Eboshi-ori, the opportunistic bandit gets wind of the movements 
of the gold merchants, Kichiji and his brother Kichiroku and, with the help of a band 
of brigands, attempts to rob them of their treasure, only to be thwarted and eventu-
ally ‘cloven in twain’ by the younger but more accomplished swordsman, Ushiwaka. 
In typically inverted fashion, the first play, Kumusaka, rehearses the actions of the 
second, Eboshi-ori, through the recollections of the restless ghost of the slain bandit, 
who attempts to reconcile himself with his past by celebrating the heroic actions of 
Ushiwaka, his young nemesis.

The role of Kumasaka will be played by the Latvian born entrepreneur Joseph Hirshhorn 
who once proclaimed ‘My name is Opportunity’. Born into a family of thirteen children, 
Joseph Hirshhorn emigrated to the United States with his widowed mother at the age 
of six. By the age of seventeen he was working as a stockbroker on Wall Street, enjoying 
rapid �nancial success and avoiding the 1929 crash by selling all of his assets just two 
months before the markets plummeted. He invested large amounts of the four million 
dollars he had made from his activities on Wall Street in gold and later uranium mining 
prospects in Canada, establishing a Toronto of�ce in 1933. 

With the help of the geologist Franc Joubin, he identi�ed and, in a complex and highly 
secretive operation involving 1,400 claims staked by hundreds of paid individuals who 
were forced to camp in the wilds for a month each, established the ‘Big Z’, a ninety mile-
long, zigzag shaped tract of uranium-rich land close to the town of Blind River, Ontario. 
By 1960, when he sold the last of his uranium stocks he had made over one hundred mil-
lion dollars from the industry, in large part due to the activities of the uranium-hungry 
US Atomic Energy Commission and the on-going nuclear arms race. His business deal-
ings in Canada attracted attention from the Ontario Securities Commission and as well 
as being �ned for illegally smuggling cash out of Canada, he was twice convicted of 
breaking Canadian foreign exchange laws.

Almost from the moment he started making money Joseph Hirshhorn began to buy 
art and soon established himself as one of the most proli�c collectors of art in North 
America. By the end of his life he owned over �ve thousand paintings and sculptures from 
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries including �fty-�ve works by Henry Moore.



Brigands / Oddjob and Warrior with Shield

The brigands in Eboshi-ori are henchmen to the bandit Kumasaka, who sends his ‘des-
perate gang of skirmishers’ against the seemingly hapless gold merchant Kichiji and his 
brother Kichiroku, only for them to be repelled, ‘decapitated’ or ‘grievously wounded’ by 
a ‘nimble lad’ of twelve or thirteen years of age – the disguised Ushiwaka. 

The chief brigand is played by the ghost of Auric Gold�nger’s bowler-hatted, mute, 
Korean henchman, Oddjob – the reluctant anti-hero of Ian Fleming's 1959 novel 
Gold�nger and Guy Hamilton’s 1964 �lm of the same name. Dressed in tight shiny patent 
leather shoes, black leather driving gloves, and constantly sporting his trademark deadly 
black bowler, Oddjob cut a idiosyncratic �gure, compounded by his apparent taste for 
cat meat, and novel forms of execution – including epidermal suffocation brought on by 
coating his ‘oddly serene’ victim in gold paint. On screen, Oddjob meets his end in the 
vaults of the Fort Knox Gold repository – electrocuted by his own metal-rimmed hat, 
while in print, he is sucked like ‘toothpaste’ through the implausibly small window of a 
depressurised BOAC Monarch airplane. 

His accomplice is played by Henry Moore’s sculpture Warrior with Shield 1 (1953–
54). This maimed bronze warrior evolved from a pebble found on an English beach in 
1952 that reminded Moore of ‘the stump of a leg amputated at the hip’. Moore himself 
observed that the warrior’s head has ‘a blunted and bull-like power but also a sort of 
dumb animal acceptance and forbearance of pain’. The warrior’s bony, edgy, tense forms 
constitute the �rst single male �gure of Moore’s career and in part evolved from ancient 
Greek sculptures seen on a visit to Athens in 1951. Warrior with Shield is the �rst of 
Moore’s works to have been purchased by the Art Gallery of Ontario in Toronto and 
was recommended to them by their London advisor, the then head of The Courtauld 
Institute of Art, Keeper of the Queen’s Pictures and Soviet spy, Sir Anthony Blunt. 

1 Originally referred to as Seated Warrior, the title of the work was changed in 1972 on the insistence of Henry 
Moore.



The Chorus / The Back of the Yards Boys

The unmasked Noh chorus consists of from eight to twelve men in ordinary native dress 
seated in two rows at the side of the stage. Their prime function is to sing an actor’s part 
when his dance movements prevent him from singing comfortably. The singing in Noh 
involves a limited tonal range, with lengthy, repetitive passages in a narrow dynamic 
range. The chorus enter by a side door before the play begins and remain seated until 
it is over.

The chorus will be played by the Back of the Yards Boys – Enrico Fermi’s hired hands in 
his urgent orchestration of the Chicago reactor (CP-1). A young Polish-American street 
gang from the Back of the Yards neighbourhood of Chicago, these boys were chosen no 
doubt because their brothers were off �ghting in the Paci�c and their community was 
used to working erratic hours, heavy lifting, low wages, and above all enduring appall-
ingly dangerous working conditions without much complaint. They were recruited to 
machine four hundred tons of graphite into bricks and press uranium oxide into twenty-
two thousand small spheres. After some weeks work, physicians arrived with a cage of 
mice to monitor the affects of ingesting uranium oxide dust. The boys were also pro-
vided with dust masks but soon refused to wear them as it interfered with their frequent 
singing and smoking. 



Henry Moore in his studio, photographed by Errol Jackson. 
















